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Abst:ract: 

This paper describes the development of a nonlinear dynam1c model for 

large oscillations of a robotic manipulator arm about a single joint. 

Optim1zat1on routines are formulated and implemented for the identification of 

electrical and phys1cal parameters from dynamic data taken from an industrial 

robot arm. Special attent10n is given to the role of sensitivity in the 

formulation of robust models of this motion. The importance of actuator 

effects in the reduction of sensitivity is established and used to develop an 

electro-mechan1cal model of the manipulator system. 
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of thlS research lS to develop and lnvestigate methods for 

identifying parameters in a dynamic model of a robotic manlpulator. 

Identiflcation rout1nes of this type are important 1n the construct10n of 

control algorlthms for manipulator systems [4]. Because the parameter 

ldent1f1catlon must be based on input and output data from an assembled 

manlpulator, which acts under gravlty and has possibly complicated Joint 

frlct10n, the dynam1c model 1S a nonllnear differential equation, WhlCh must 

be solved numerically. 

The approach used to date is to employ a nonlinear search rout1ne to 

minimize a quadratic flt-to-data crlterion formed using the experimental data 

and the Solut1on to the model equat1on. ThlS method has been applled to a 

Unimation 600 Puma arm, with data obtained by F. W. Harrison in the 

Intell1gent Systems Robotlcs Laboratory at the NASA Langley Research Center. 

Section 2 descrlbes the mathematlcal model of the manipulator arm and the 

parameters to be identlf1ed. Section 3 descrlbes the parameter ldentlf1cation 

scheme and the computer algorithms used. In Section 4, the experiment is 

discussed in more detail, along with some prel1mlnary data reductl0n and 

analysls of the relationshlp between angular velocity and torque. Sectlon 5 

presents an analysls of the sensit1vlty of the manlpulator arm model to 

perturbations of uncertain parameters and lnitial conditlons. We also dlSCUSS 

a method for reduclng thlS sensltiv1ty which 1n thls appllcatlon corresponds 

to the inclusion of a back electromotive force in the arm model. In Section 6 

we discuss the results of the parameter estimatlon routlnes for several models 

of robot arm frlction. 
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2. Manipulator Hodel 

To min~m~ze the number of unknown parameters ~n each set of data, each 

experiment was performed w~th all but one man~pulator Joint locked. For each 

expenment, then, the model of the man~pulator ~s a ng~d arm that p~vots 

about the one moving joint at a point O. Thus, the arm ~n the model for a 

given experiment cons~sts of several manipulator l~nks, ~nclud~ng the end 

effector, constrained to move as a rig~d body. The equat~on of motion is 

(2.1) J6 - mgrsin 6 + f(e) u(t) 

where 6 is the angle between the arm and the upward vertical and u is the 

control torque applied to the arm by the electn.c motor (actuator) at the 

joint in quest~on. The damping term f(S) represents friction in both the 

Joint and the motor; J ~s the moment of ~nert~a about the appropriate Joint, 

m is the mass of the arm, g ~s the accelerat~on of grav~ty, and r is the 

distance from 0 to the arm's center of mass. 

The angle between the arm and the vertical was measured at sampl~ng t~mes 

ti and the sampling rate was 30 Hertz, so that 

(2.2) t 
s 

1/30 sec. 

We w~ll denote th~s measured angle (i.e., the data) by y(t~) to d~st~ngu~sh 

~t from the solut~on to the model equation (2.1). 

The bas~c idea of the parameter ident~f~cation scheme ~s to f~nd 

parameters for (2.1) so that the solution to th~s differential equat~on 

matches the measured angle as closely as possible at the sampling times. 
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Because we cannot ident1fy all of the parameters in (2.1) from the experiment 

descr1bed, we must define a min1mal set of parameters for this model. 

Therefore, we rewrite (2.1) as 

(2.3) Su(t) 

where a = mgr/J, S = I/J, and we have parameterized the the damping term 

The damping term f(8) may include various 

forms of dissipation: linear damping, nonlinear damping, and Coulomb 

frict1on. Our best results have come with (sometimes p1ecewise) linear damping 

and quadrat1c damping in combination with a l1near damping term resulting from 

back electromotive force. 

We w1ll refer to the set of parameters in (2.3) by the parameter vector 

(2.4) q 

3. Parameter Identification 

An exper1ment performed on a t1me interval [to,t f ] yields data u(t i ) 

and y( t i ), ti = to' to + ts'···' tf" With the known command torque u(t) 

and a set of trial parameters, we solve (2.3) on the interval [to,t f ] and 

form the f1t-to-data criterion 

(3.1 ) J(q) 

The parameter identif1cation then cons1sts of find1ng the parameter vector q 
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to m1nlmize J(q). Usually, we take the inltial time to ) 2 sec. because we 

suspect some error in the data near the beginning of the experiment due to 

transients ln electronlcs. Therefore, in some cases we know that the initial 

angular velocity lS zero, but in most cases we must estimate it uSlng finlte 

dlfferences obtalned from the position measurement. 

To solve (2.3), we use a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algorlthm wlth varlable 

step size [3]. We trled uSlng the numerical lntegrators DGEAR and DVERK in 

the IMSL library, but both of these routines often hung up--i.e., the step 

size was reduced to zero--where the manipulator arm turned. This was 

especlally troublesome for models with piecewise continuous damping and 

Coulomb friction. The step-size control in our final Runge-Kutta routine does 

not allow the step size to fall below a specified minimum. 

For minlmizlng J(q) we used the subroutlne ZXSSQ from the IMSL llbrary, 

WhlCh is a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [2] that approximates gradlents by 

finlte dlfferences. It also estimates the Hesslan. Hence we assume certaln 

smoothness and local convexity of J(q) and the performance of the algorlthm 

lndicates that these assumptl0ns are valid. 

4. Data Collection and Analysis 

Experlmental data was collected by F. W. Harrlson ln the Intell1gent 

Systems Robotics Laboratory at NASA Langley Research Center. The subject of 

the experlments was a UNIMATE PUMA industrial robot with SlX degrees of 

freedom. A schematic [1] of the robot arm with rotational JOlnts 1S shown in 

Flgure 1. The exper1ments described below were performed by rotatlng only the 

shoulder (joint 2) with all other joints locked in a collinear position. 
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a. Stat1c Experiment 

The purpose of th1s exper1ment was to establish a relationsh1p between the 

current delivered to joint 2 and the torque exerted on the robot arm. The arm 

was placed in a horizontal position and the force exerted by the arm at a 

fixed d1gtance from the joint was measured at a gequence of motor current 

levels. The results of th1s experiment are shown in Figure 2. Because of the 

linear relat10nship of these quant1ties, it was dec1ded to use the measured 

motor current data as the torque input in our dynam1c models of the arm 

motion. 

b. Dynam1c Exper1ment 

The purpose of th1s exper1ment was to gather input and output data for the 

dynam1c model described in Sect10n 2. The arm was init1alized 1n a vertical, 

upright position and then commanded to rotate about joint 2 through an angle 

of approximately 90 degrees in both d1rections. Dur1ng this osc1llation, 512 

measurements of the J01nt angle in rad1ans and the motor current as measured 

by the voltage drop across a known resistance were taken at a frequency of 30 

Hertz. These input and output data are illustrated 1n Figures 3 and 4, 

respectively. The angular velocity of the robot arm, calculated by backward 

differences, is shown in Figure 5. 

c. Command Torque Synthesis 

This data analys1s is designed to recover the square-wave commanded 

voltage across the motor terminals. If only back electromotive force is 

included in the motor model, then this commanded voltage is the sum of the 

voltage drop across the motor resigtance (Figure 3) and the angular velocity 

(Figure 5) mult1plied by the back emf constant. Figure 6 shows the results of 
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th1s computat1on for a back emf constant of 1.5, est1mated by tr1al-and-error. 

In Section 5 a square-wave approx1mation of Figure 6 1S used as input to an 

alternate model of the robotic system which 1ncludes back emf effects. 

5. Sensitivity Analysis 

In this sect10n we d1scuss the sens1t1v1ty of the solut10n of the 

nonl1near model 

(5.1) 
{ 

8 - a sin 8 + f(c l , c 2 ' 8) 

8(0) 8
0 

8(0) Wo 

8u(t) 

w1th respect to small perturbat10ns of the 1nit1al veloc1ty 

unknown fr1ction parameter cl. 

and the 

In some appl1cat1ons of parameter estimat1on, moderately h1gh parameter 

sens1t1v1ty 1S advantageous in that it allows the unknown parameters to be 

est1mated w1th a greater degree of certa1nty for a g1ven level of n01se 1n the 

output data. However, in parameter est1mation for s1mulat1on, a sensitive 

model w1l1 Y1eld poor s1mulations when the unknown parameters are subjected to 

sl1ght var1at1ons due to model1ng errors or external factors. For this reason 

1t 1S preferable to have a mathemat1cal model which 1S relatively stable with 

respect to perturbat10ns of the parameters. 

The same reasoning appl1es to pertllrbations of 1nitial cond1t1ons. In 

th1s application only the in1tial position can be measured d1rectly for a 

selected subinterval of the data. The angular velocity, computed by a fin1te 
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d~fference, ~s subject to cons~derable error. Therefore, it ~s des~rable to 

have a s~mulat~on model wh~ch is not subject to h~gh sens~t~vity w~th respect 

to this 1n1tial cond1tion. 

Unfortunately, numer1cal test1ng indicates a substantial degree of 

sens~t~vIty on both parameters and init~al conditions for the model (5.1) with 

measured motor current as ~nput. Figure 7 ind~cates the effect on the output 

of a small perturbation of the frict~on coeff~cient cl' and Figure 8 shows a 

similar compar~son for a small perturbation of the initial veloc~ty wOo In 

fact th~s f~gure ind~cates an almost chaotic dependence of th~s model on the 

~n~t~al angular veloc~ty. 

We therefore undertake a mathematIcal method for reducing this sens~t~v~ty 

wh~ch ~n thIS appl~cation has physical implications as well. The bas~c ~dea 

~s to Increase the damping ~n the system by add~ng a term of the form Ska to 

both s~des of the dIfferentIal equatIon. SettIng vet) = u(t) + ke(t) YIelds 

(5.2) Sv(t) 

Wh1Ch 1S of the same form as (5.1) except that the damp1ng term has been 

increased at the expense of changing the input function. If, in the parameter 

estimation procedure, the new input vet) can be either measured directly or 

synthes~zed from data, then equatIon (5.2) is a model WhICh may possess 

greater stability with respect to InitIal condItIons and parameter values. 

This factor tends to yield numerical solutIons for the state WhICh are more 

relIable over long time Intervals and therefore lead to more robust parameter 

estimates. 
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A numerI.cal test of th~s procedure ~s shown ~n F~gures 9 and 10. These 

f 19ures show the output of a model based on (5.2). The ~nput v ~s the 

synthes~zed commanded motor terminal voltage (Figure 6). The damp~ng 

parameters are greater because they include back emf effects. The numer~cal 

results show sign1ficantly lower sens~tiv~ty on frict~on parameters (F~gure 9) 

and 1n1t1al angular veloc~ty (F~gure 10). 

The phys1cal ~mplications of the mathematical procedure for th~s system 

have already been indicated. By us~ng the commanded motor term~nal voltage as 

~nput rather than the torque delivered to the Joint, one arr~ves at a more 

stable model of the robot dynam~cs. In effect, the model wh~ch ~ncludes back 

emf takes advantage of a natural damping in the electro-mechanical system. 

One can obta~n good f~t-to-data over short t~me ~ntervals for the mechan~cal 

system alone, but the stab1lity prov~ded by th~s effect is lost. 

6. Numerical Results 

The iterat~ve parameter estimat~on rout~ne described ~n Sect~on 3 was 

applied to the model (5.1) on the time ~nterval [1.67, 15.0]. The results are 

gi ven ~n Table 1. 

fr1ct~on given by 

Three alternative fr~ction models were employed: 

(6.1) f(x) cx, 

quadrat~c friction of the form 

(6.2) f(x) 

l~near 
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and piecewise linear, direction-dependent friction model of the form 

x ) 0, 

(6.3) f(x) 
x < o. 

As shown in Table 1, the cost function (3.1) IS quite large for all three 

fr1ctl0n models and the Iterative method does not converge. 

The results of the same procedure for the desensitized model (5.2) with 

Input g1ven in Figure 6 are shown in Table 2. The friction values are larger 

because they include the effect of back emf. The procedure shows convergence 

to relatively low cost values for each of the three friction models. The 

direction-dependent friction model (6.3) shows the most rapid convergence to 

the lowest cost value. While the quadratic friction model (6.2) eventually 

obtains a low cost, it converge<; much more slowly and alters the phYSical 

parameters a and a to values which are quite different from those obtained 

by models (6.1) and (6.3). The sohd graph in Figure 10 show the output of 

the most accurate model in Table 2. This graph is almost IndistingUishable 

over thIs time interval from the graph of the measured robot arm motion 

(Figure 4). 

7. Conclusion 

Our experience Indicates the Importance of actuator effects in the 

development of robust dynamic models for the motion of a robotic manipulator 

arm. The InclUSion of natural damping due to back emf effects improved the 

performance of both the numerical Integrator for solving the nonlinear 
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equation of motion and the numer1cal opt1m1zer for est1mat1ng parameters. 

Among the frict10n models we stud1ed, the model allow1ng d1rection-dependent 

damp1ng coeff1c1ents was the most successful. In continu1ng research, we plan 

to comb1ne this model with a f1rst-order dynam1c model of the actuator to 

study more complex motions of the robotic manipulator arm. 
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Table 1. Numerical Results for Model (5.1). 

L~near frict~on model (6.1) 

iterate ex a c cost 

0 13.39 21.00 1.17 82300. 

1 16.33 24.07 1.08 65600. 

2 15.51 22.64 1.12 137000. 

3 11.72 13.64 1.18 6110. 

4 13.18 11.58 3.23 5410. 

5 14.14 10.31 4.03 5240. 

Quadrat~c fr~ct~on model (6.2) 

~terate ex a C1 c2 cost 

0 13.39 21.00 1.17 0.00 82300. 

1 31.55 38.38 3.13 0.55 152000. 

2 26.72 23.31 5.47 0.58 103000. 

3 180.4 130.5 27.2 2.96 56800. 

P~ecew~ge l~near frict~on model (6.3) 

iterate ex a C1 c2 cost 

0 12.05 21.42 2.59 4.87 450. 

1 11.23 20.73 3.49 4.67 848. 

2 10.65 21.26 4.22 5.50 720. 

3 10.94 21.40 4.08 8.79 734. 

4 10.40 20.98 4.09 1.86 25000. 

5 11.28 20.66 3.64 4.07 15300. 

6 12.26 19.70 1.65 0.52 14400. 
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Table 2. Nwaerical Results for Model (5.2). 

L~near friction model (6.1) 

iterate ex a c cost 

0 12.00 20.00 35.00 301. 

1 10.91 20.99 34.04 25.2 

2 11.09 21.44 33.55 5.14 

3 13.25 21.41 33.42 2.85 

4 13.57 21.44 33.34 2.60 

5 13.39 21.01 32.67 2.59 

Quadratic friction model (6.2) 

iterate ex a C1 c2 cost 

0 12.00 20.00 35.00 0.00 301. 

1 11.01 20.85 34.19 -0.72 14.8 

4 14.19 21.93 32.87 1.08 2.26 

7 18.74 25.20 27.19 10.59 0.89 

14 20.23 26.17 24.07 14.81 0.66 

P~ecew~se linear friction model (6.3) 

iterate ex a C1 c2 cost 

0 12.00 20.00 35.00 35.00 301. 

1 11.27 20.70 34.30 35.70 5.00 

2 11.31 20.91 34.20 35.68 0.21 

3 11.81 21.09 34.21 35.49 0.116 

4 12.05 21.42 34.72 36.00 0.112 
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WAIST ROTATION, 81 
SHOULDER ROTATION, 62 

ELBOW ROTATION, 83 

WRIST BeND, 85 

26.0 ~n. 

WRIST ROTATION, 84 

F~gure 1. Robot arm w~th rotat~onal Jo~nts [1]. 
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F~gure 8. In~tial angular velocity sens~t~vity for model (5.1) with fr~ction 

model (6.3). Parameters are a = 12.74, f3 = 21.209, c1 = 2.296, 

and c2 = 4.301. The angular velocity is Wo = 0.63 in the sol~d 

graph and Wo = 0.64 in the dotted graph. 
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Common parameters are (l = 12.05, a = 21.42, and c2 = 36.00. The 

perturbed parameter is c1 wlth c1 34.72 in the solid graph and 

c2 = 33.72 in the dotted graph. 
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